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The Ignition Problem Never Mentioned

I first got back into spark ignition systems for models in 1980 although I tried to do
it as a kid in the fifties. I then invented the “SCHMIDT TRIGGER” in 1985 which is the
most widely used transistor ignition in use today. See MA August 1985 for the original article. Through the years I’ve gained quite a bit of knowledge in the operation of
model spark ignition systems and the problems that you can encounter. This isn’t
about dirty points and weak batteries but rather the other bug-a-boos that crop up in
a spark ignition system that never gets any discussion and indeed most people don’t
understand.
Let’s talk about degrees of dwell as related to the ignition points. The dwell angle is the number of degrees the crankshaft moves through with the points closed.
Just put an ohmmeter across the points and turn the prop while imagining the number
of degrees it travels with the points closed. If you aren’t good at determining the
dwell this way you can get very analytical and put a protractor on the crankshaft. If
your engine is a low rpm type such as a Brown Jr., Atom .09, Bunch, Elf or even an
early Ohlsson you can get away with a very low dwell time period of 60 – 70 degrees.
To do so conserves the life / charge of your onboard batteries.
The Atom has about the shortest dwell period of any engine I’ve ever come
across measuring about 30 – 35 degrees. Ray Arden who designed the Atom foresaw
the fact that the models for the engine would be small and light and unable to carry
much weight. Dan Calkin thought the same thing about his small, low power Elfs. Dan
went so far as to wind his own special ign. coil to operate on only one pencell. I’d like
to have one of those myself today. Insufficient dwell time results in a high speed stutter when the engine is peaked out. This same problem shows up when the batteries
are low or the voltage is not enough for the job. When you get roughly above 10,000
rpm in your operational engine speed it becomes necessary to increase the dwell angle (duration) of the points to 90 – 120 degrees of crank rotation. Some McCoys and
Doolings will require upwards of 180 degrees of dwell to obtain sufficient coil saturation
time to avoid high speed stutter / miss. We’re talking 13 to 16,000 rpm range in this
case. The Arden engines have a neat cam that gives an unnecessary 180 degrees of
dwell that really eats up your onboard batteries. Go measure this for yourself. Why
Ray Arden dropped the ball so badly here is a real mystery after his mindful design
with the Atom. Arden engines do nicely in the 8 – 11,000 rpm range with 90 – 120 degrees of dwell. I have made new cams for my Arden engines to decrease the dwell.
Continued page 3 —–>
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May 19, 2011 Meeting Minutes
ATTENDEES:
Mary Kay & George Avila, Les DeWitt, Paula & Jeff Englert, Regina &
Marty Kline, Marty & Jim O'Reilly, Marilyn and Bill Schmidt
President Avila called the meeting to order.
The previous meeting minutes were approved as read.
The treasurer’s report was read by the treasurer, Jim O’Reilly
OLD BUSINESS:
Field condition was discussed, stay away from using burning fuses until
the area catches some additional rainfall.
NEW BUSINESS:
A move was made to send the field owner the thank you stipend. It was passed.
Discussed cost to fix field gate. New wire was installed by Jeff Englert, Bill
Schmidt, George Avila and Earl Griffith.
October flying was moved to October 24th weekend.

SHOW AND TELL:
Jim O’Reilly gave a NATS report. He finished 3rd in Moffett and Jimmie
Allen. George gave a report on Denver’s July meet. He finished first in A
and A/B Classic and 2nd in B&C FF.
Jeff Englert showed off his finally completed 30 inch wingspan Taylorcraft
BC-12.
Jim O’Reilly had a Small Mulvihill (200in2) that weighs 70 gm with rubber.
Bill Schmidt showed a Roy Clough design, a K&B .020 powered Flying
saucer from an old Air trails. It is shown in this month’s Flying Models issue.
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Plating Model Contest
Enginereports
Model Engine
July 30, 2011
1/2A Texaco
Bill Schmidt Sailplane
Jeff Englert
Playboy
August 12, 2011
Old Time Rubber (Flying Aces Moth)
Matthew Smith
120
Jeff
Englert
48
Ed Salguero
92

6:14
4:12

4:09

374
501

44
50
47

120
74
103

284
172
242

1
3
2

Matthew is Gene Smith’s grandson, this was his first FAC Kanone.

This Bill Schmidt’s latest project, a first model Atom – 0.9
displacement ignition engine –
ask how he makes it so pretty!
Notice that plating!
Of course there are the other
problems that are more commonly known and recognized.
These are the don’ts that are
mentioned in the literature that
comes with the engine and are
shown on the model plans. Use
the right size wire. Solder, don’t
just wrap the connections in the
system. Never place the coil on
or near a ferrous metal sheet or component. I had a Eureka moment with this one
some years ago. The Cleveland Playboy Jr. and Baby plans show the coil banded
tightly with the batteries. I think Joe Elgin had nothing to do with this diagram but
we can’t ask him about it now.
The main reason I wrote the article is because of one of the most insidious
and maddening things that can sneak up on you isn’t mentioned much. If you encounter a high speed miss that isn’t attributable to any of the above just look carefully at the riveted points on your timer. Is there a bit of black residue around the
riveting? Very close examination of the riveting will disclose a loose joint that results
in poor electrical continuity at different speeds. The Brown Jr. Hurleman type timer
with the under slung moving point ate me alive at one outing years ago. A Super
Cyke moving point was nearly undetectable to me yesterday. DO NOT place the
tungsten point on a piece of steel to pound the rivet tight again. The tungsten will
shatter in many pieces. I clean the assy. in lacquer thinner and place the tungsten
face down on an aluminum plate to reset the riveting. I then solder the rivet joint
carefully and again clean the part with lacquer thinner. I know a lot of folks who
won’t fool with spark ignition and its many requirements, but for us who enjoy the
thrill of its successful operation, keep these suggestions in mind.
Best, Bill Schmidt
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10118 Sterling Court
Wichita, KS 67205

The next SAM 56 Dinner Meeting will be at:

Mediterranean Grill Restaurant
335 South Armour, 651-5599
Saturday, September 24, 2011
Social Hour @ 6:00 PM, Dinner @ 7:00 PM..
Upcoming events:
Sep 24/25

Contest Events: FAC Golden Age & Mass Launch, 1/2A Tex

Oct 24/25

Contest Events: SAM Small Rubber, Builders Choice***

Nov 13

Meeting

Membership Information:
Open to all interested AMA members, founded to encourage and promote the model airplane
building hobby. Member dues $20 annually, Subscription only; $12 annually, $18 foreign.
Send checks to Jim O’Reilly, 4760 Battin, Wichita, KS 67220.
All memberships and subscription renewals are due January 1st of the new year.

Club Officers: President: George Avila,
Treasurer: Jim O‘Reilly, 744-0856

Vice-President: Bill Schmidt 744-0378,
Secretary: Jeff Englert, 722-7491
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